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believebelieve
(verb)

1. If you don't believebelieve that a story is
true, you doubt it.

2. I believebelieve, or trust, that you are
telling the truth.

3. When people believebelieve, they think
something is true.

demanddemand
(verb)

1. To demanddemand something means to
tell another person that you want
something instead of asking for it.

2. Surrender is an antonym for
demanddemand.

3. Most restaurants in the United
States demanddemand, or require, that
you wear shoes.

furiousfurious
(adjective)

1. When a person is furiousfurious , he or she
is very angry about something.

2. I would probably be furiousfurious , or
infuriated, if my bike got stolen.

3. My little brother was delighted to
hear I bought the new video game,
but my mother was furiousfurious  that I
spent all my money.
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gathergather
(verb)

1. Our family likes to gathergather at
Grandma's for holidays.

2. Farmers gathergather, or collect, their
crops at harvest time.

3. The wind scattered the trash, but
we will gathergather it and throw it
away.

impatientimpatient
(adjective)

1. After waiting in line for hours, the
fans were impatientimpatient to get into
the stadium.

2. To be impatientimpatient is to be annoyed
for having to wait to do
something.

3. Drivers often get impatientimpatient, or
irritated, when they have to sit in
traffic for a while.

impossibleimpossible
(adjective)

1. It is impossibleimpossible for sheep to moo.

2. It is impossibleimpossible, or unworkable,
to breathe and swallow at the
same time.

3. It is impossibleimpossible, not possible, to

get apple juice from grapes.
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problemproblem
(noun)

1. A scientific problemproblem  is like a
puzzle.

2. The zoo animals escaping was a
huge problemproblem !

3. I have a problemproblem , or issue, and
need help to solve it.

understandunderstand
(verb)

1. If you understandunderstand what someone says,
you grasp the meaning of his or her
words.

2. I don't understandunderstand why we can't stay
up late tonight.

3. For the most part, it's impossible to
understandunderstand, or make sense of, the
words of a language you don't speak.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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believebelieve
to accept that something

is true or real
(verb)

demanddemand
to ask as if giving a

command
(verb)

furiousfurious very angry
(adjective)



gathergather to bring or come together
(verb)

impatientimpatient
annoyed at having to
wait to do something

(adjective)

impossibleimpossible unable to happen
(adjective)



problemproblem
a question or puzzle that

needs to be solved; a
cause of unhappiness

(noun)

understandunderstand
to grasp the meaning or

cause of something
(verb)



ANALOGIES
DAY 2

(Page 1 of 2 )

Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

convince  possible  cure  catch  nerve

spread out  request  can happen

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. DemandDemand is to order ...as... askask  is to 

2. FuriousFurious is to fury ...as... nervousnervous is to 

3. ImpatientImpatient is to patient ...as... impossibleimpossible  is to 

4. GatherGather is to bring in ...as... scatterscatter  is to 

5. BelieveBelieve  is to doubt ...as... throwthrow is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

spread out  can happen  request  possible

catch  nerve  convince  cure

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. ImpossibleImpossible  is to cannot happen ...as... possiblepossible  is to 

2. ProblemProblem is to solution ...as... diseasedisease  is to 

3. UnderstandUnderstand is to comprehend ...as... persuadepersuade  is to 

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

impatient  demand  impossible  gather

understand  believe  furious  problem

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. I can tell he is mad because he has a  look on his face.

2. Some people don't  in ghosts.

3. I am  to get home and change my itchy and
uncomfortable clothes.

4. I would prefer that you ask to borrow my bike, not  that I
lend it to you.

5. Seagulls  around food.
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CLOZE SENTENCES
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Name:Name:   

furious  believe  demand  impossible

impatient  gather  understand  problem

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. It is  for the sun to shine at night.

2. I  why we can't go on a vacation this year, but I'm still
disappointed.

3. The scientists are looking for a solution to the .
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Name:Name:   

An antonymantonym is a word that has the opposite meaning of another word. (Example: night/day; hot/cold)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two antonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the antonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

demanddemand
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.

furiousfurious
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.

gathergather
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.

impatientimpatient
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.

problemproblem
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

An antonymantonym is a word that has the opposite meaning of another word. (Example: night/day; hot/cold)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two antonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the antonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

understandunderstand
Antonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. At the beach, I like to gathergather .

2. An example of a problemproblem is .

3. He was furiousfurious that .

4. I get impatientimpatient when .

5. I believebelieve  .

6. One thing I may never understandunderstand is .

7. When you demanddemand, .

8. It is impossibleimpossible  for a cat to .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. If you believe, you think
something is .

2. When you demand, you 
.

3. What is the opposite of
furious?

4. Gather means the same as 
.

5. How do you feel if you are
impatient?

a true
b a lie
c false

a ask
b tell
c yell

a calm
b mad
c scared

a meat
b meet
c met

a You feel in a hurry.
b You feel no rush.
c You feel patient.

6. Impossible means the same
thing as .

7. A scientist looks for 
to a problem.

8. Understand is not a synonym
for .

a cheerful
b unworkable
c hopeful

a a solution
b an invitation
c a chemical

a grasp
b comprehend
c agree
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